Olatilewa Abayomi - PR Campaign for Melodesiac
Claudia Augustin - The Debate Over Cameras in the Courtroom (Research Paper and Event)
Lisa Berger - Power of the Media: Corresponding versus Constructing the News (Research Paper)
Aron Borod - Live For Today (Advertising)
Mary A. Cella - Process of Elimination (Television Script)
Divya V. Chungi - Charitable Entertainment: Philanthropy and America’s Obsession with Celebrity (Journalism)
Kelley Ferro - Jumbo Explorer: A Travel Website for Tufts Students
Erica Finkel - The Minutes (Magazine)
Leticia Cotrim Frazao - So College: A Pilot Script and Marketing Campaign
Jennifer Gerber - The HPV Vaccine: Together We Can Beat the Cancer Blues (Social Marketing Campaign)
Rachelle Goh - Mainstream Media Meets Citizen Journalism: In Search of a New Model (Research Paper)
Heather Hauswirth - And We’re Live...The Making of New England Radar (Film)
Michael Kinsella - And We’re Live...The Making of New England Radar (Film)
Sarah Kohnstamm - “Emmanuel’s Gift”: Creating Media Literacy and Social Change in Medford, MA (Media Literacy)
Matthew Kraft - Taking on the Challenge (Documentary)
Heather Kurtz - The Royal Banquet: A Television Treatment of “Phantom Tollbooth”
Melanie Kwong - The Lake Effect (Magazine)
Kate Makai - Inside: Beyond the Pages of Your Favorite Mags (Magazine & Media Literacy Campaign)
Chadwick Matlin - Teaching Lost: Making Sense of TV in the Classroom (Blog)
Aaron Mehta - PR Campaign for Melodesiac
Matthew Michelson - Taking on the Challenge (Documentary)
Alexis Miller - Dishin’ It with Alexis (Television Pilot)
Vanessa Montenegro - And We’re Live...The Making of New England Radar (Film)
Yuya J. Morimoto - Hodgepodge Capitol (Film)
Carly Friedel Okyle - The ABCs of Vitamin-D (Print Journalism)
Neil Padover - Before the Fall (Screenplay)
Cristina B. Pegnataro - So College: A Pilot Script and Marketing Campaign
Karina Bianca Picache - Legs, Lace and Lingerie: A Pin-up Revival (Photojournalism)
Leslie Prives - The Drifters Project (Marketing Materials)
Samantha Roussouliere - Inter-Cultural Dialog: Event Planning at Tufts University (Research/ Inter-Cultural Communication)
Jessica J. Seaman - Tunnel Visions: Portraits of Boston’s Subway Musicians (Multimedia)
Jonathan Silver - Hodgepodge Capitol (Film)
Michael Stone - Vitamin D-eficiency (Film)
Stefanie Tiso - The Medford Family Network: Using a Village to Raise a Child (Film)
Erin Yeh - Save Hong Kong: An Environmental Awareness Campaign
Luke D. Yu - YouTube: TUTV’s Live Sketch Comedy Show
Film Studies Minors - Senior Projects

**Gabriel Blanco** - *Doors* (Film)

**Prescott Gadd** - *Hodgepodge Capitol* (Film)

**Rebecca Katz** - *A Haunted House* (Film)

**Bryan Shilowich** - *Lucidity* (Film)

**Jennifer Simon** - *Doors* (Film)

**Jeffrey Vanderkruik** - *Eight As One* (Screenplay)